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1. Introduction

In statistical designs of experiments in the field of industry (especially
in the chemical industry), numerous problems involve the fitting of a
response surface, in which the response depends on one or more con^
trollable variables or factors. Box and Hunter [1957] introduced a
new class of designs called rotatable designs which permit a response
surface to be fitted easily,and provide spherical information contours.
A third order rotatable design aids' the fitting of such a cubic surface.

Let k be the number of independent variables or factors and, let
(Xi,„ X2„, ..., be the levels of these factors for the M-th of the N
experimental points in the A:-dimensional factor spate (u= 1,2,
Let be the expectation of the response at the w-th experimental point.
It. is assumed that the resppnse surface may be approxiniafed by a third

rdegree surface within the range of'interest, that is,

Ju =^0^0* + ^ ^ ^ ^2 ^ijlXiuXjuXiu
V •• ; (Lp
where is a dummy Variate and the -nleasurements of-the fc' factors

have,,been .coded such that 2". =?= 0, (j =^. I, 2, ..., A:). A set ,of
' _" •• ' " '' \ ' «=:i' •

'•# points is said to form a rotatable .design of third order in A: factors
af'tli6\following relations hold; • '

•' (A) = =

(B) S = Sxi„^= ...=Sxt,^^ = ZS = 3XiN,

(}¥^j ~ Ij 2j ..., k),

(C) (C^ 2 Xi„^ = E = ... = = i S Xi^Xju^, ,

' (C^ 2 Xi„%u^ = 3Z Xi„^Xi/Xi„^ = SXgNr
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, • • ' • :
and all other sums of powers and products upto and including order
six are zero. The summations are over all design points, m= 1, 2,
.. .,N. The relations (Z)i) and (jOg) ensure the estimation of the terms
involved in the third degree equation (1.1) and are also independent
of the scale. By convention, the scale of the design is normally adjusted
so that Ag = 1. This adjustment is a convenience and not essential,
in this paper, scaling has been performed only for a few designs where
the tables are prepared to give the values of the parameters A4 and
for. different values of N, the total number of points. The purpose to
prepare such tables is to provide a basis for the selection of a more
useful design ih the sense that design with larger differences in the
relations (Di) and (iJa) are better, as indicated by Gardiner etal. [1959]
that if the relation is very close to an equality then the linear and
cubic coefficients are very poorly estimated;

2. Orthogonal Blqcpng .IN. Rotatable Designs

Suppose a third order iotatable design is split into two sets of
points hereafter called blocks such that each block is a compldte second
order rotatable design. Ah '̂ kperimehter may try one of these second
order designs (preferably. one with smaller 'number of points) and
approximate the response function^ using a second order surface. If
th6 'second order surface is found adequate as the representation of
the.unknown function by,noting, evidence of goodness of fit, the experi
menter then'may stop at this stage. If the second order surface is
observed inadequate, the experimental design is then usually aujgmented
by. the second block to permit .the; estimatipn of,the.coefficients in the
t^d order surface (1.1) with the help of,aU the points in two blppks.
Thus the experimental programme progresses sequentially, the first
block providing the information for the next step.

Let

. = number of noncentral points in the first block,

Kjg =. nurnber of central points in the first block,

Wa = number of noncentral points in the second block,

, M20 —number of central points in the second block.
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Then the condition for orthogonal blocking, as given by Gardiner et al.
[1959], is

• f V ^ (Hi +«lo) ((2 1)
(«2 + «20) ^

where and in the numerator and denominator denote the sum-
mation for the values of:M;in the first.block and second block respectively.

. , ; 3. Generation of Points in ^-Dimensions

the methodj as explained by Bose and Draper [1959] for generation
or point sets in fc-dimerisions, is used here and is discussed below
briefly. Let (x^, x^, .. ., x^) be a point set in A:-dimensi6iis and let
Pj; be the symmetric group of order A:, that is, the group of all permuta
tions of ^elements. By operating upon (x^, x^, ...,x^) with the
elements of Pj, we can obtain k! point sets provided all the elements
are non-zero and distinct. The point set (jcj, x^, ..., Xj^ will supply
2" poiiits given by (± x-^,, ± Xg, ..., ± x^ with the jth factor at two
levels + and —Xi (r = 1, 2, ..., k), and therefore the total number
of design points generated through the initial point set (xj^, x^, x^)
is k!2^.

4. Sequential Third Order Rotatable Design in Three Factors

Consider the following two blocks,, each constituting a second
order rotatable design;,

Block

(i) C2® x22 = 12 points of the point set (•v/2a, ^2a, 0),

(ii> ei®x2 = 6 points of the point set 0 a, 0, 0),

plus ttiQ, the requisite number of centre points. Total number of points
in. block (i) = 18 +. Riq.

Block (ii)

(i) 16 points of the doubly replicated point set (a, a, a).

(ii) Ci® X2 = 6 points "ofthe point set (V3 •818662 a, 0, 0),

(iii) Ci®x2 = 6 points of the point set (Vl" 190709 a, 0, 0),

plus «20) tbe requisite number of centre points. Total number of points
in block (ii) = 28 +«2o-
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• From Equation (2.1), we get- • .

«io =.5-3060 + 0-8324H20 . '; "0-1)
for determining «io and as required for orthogonal blocking. Given
below in the table are some possible values of iti^, n^o, N, A4, and a?

so that 2 XiJ = N. The .total number of non-central pomts m the
11=1 ' •

design is 18 + 28 = 46.

"10 «20 N A4 . A, .. ' a^' -

5-- 0 .. - 51 •7180 •3840 •3682 1-0697296

6 1 53 •7462 •4147 •3977 M116798

7 "'2 •55" •7743 •4466 •4283 ' 1-1536299 •

. . .8 . . . 3 57 •8025 •4797 •4600 1-1955801

9 4 59 •8306 •5140 •4928 1-2375303

5. Sequential Third Order Rotatable Designs
- IN Four Factors -

Gardiner et al. [1959] obtained one sequential third order rotatable
design with four factors in 128 noncentral points, Recently, Draper
[I960] constructed a sequential third order rotatable design with four
factors in 96 noncentral points. With k= A, an infinite series pJF tWrd
order .rotatable designs has •been, pbtained. •.firstly, we are presenting
a design with 72 points, and then four designs of the infinite series with
112, 72, 120 and 88 points. . "

5.1. Design with 72 Points

A sequential third order rotatable design may be formed from
the points of the following three point sets:—

(i) C/x22 = 24 points ,of the point set ' .' '

. (2^ a, 2® a, 0, 0), (known as " truncated' cube (2)"),

• (ii) 32 points of doubly replicated point set {a, d, a, d), ' ' '

(iii) 2 (Gi^x2)=16 points of doubly replicated point set^
• (2fl, 0,0,0). - . -
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By double replication of a point set, we mean each point of-the point
set has to be taken twice. For sequential programming, the first block
consists of the points of point set (I), plus nio> the requisite number
of centre points; while the second block consists of the points of point
sets (ii), (iii), plus «2o> the requisite number of centre points. .The total
number of points in the first block and second block are 24 + and
48 + «2o respectively. The equation (2.1) gives

«io = 6.2381 + 0.6299 «2o

whUe the values of nio, «20) N,\, and are given below together with
N

the values of such that U = N.
M=1

"lO «20 . N . ^4 . .\ • , # A/

6 0 78 •7314 :4065. •4012 • 0^9969567

1 1 80 •7502 •4276 •4220 1•0225190

8 3 83 •7783 •4603 •4543 1•0608691

10 6 88 ' ^8252 • •5174 ^ :^5107: M247716-

5.2. Designs with 112, 72, 120 and 88 Points -o.

With the object of obtaining a third orderirotatable design in four
factors starting with the point set {a, a, a, b), known,, as " tmncated
cube (1)", it has been found that the folloMng ."point sbts form an
infinite series of third order rotatable designs.!

.: ,• <i) Ci^X:2^ = 64 points ^of the pioint i.set. («", a,, a, b)i- e ^

" (ii) C2^x 22'= 24 pbiiits of the poiht' set' (c^ c, ' '

(iii) 8 points of the point set (rf, 0, 0, 0),

(iv) 8 points of the point set (e, 0, 0, 0), ^ •;

(v) 8,points of.the;;point set (/; 0, 0,.0),

' (vi) 8 points of the point;set (g, 0, 0, 0). .' ' ; "

From the relations (fi), (Q), .(C2);;9f (1.2), we get the jfpUpwing .three,
equations, • , . : ; ' } r :-.k, •':i;

, \ 8^2 + 48^^+24^^
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